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My Big Animal Jigsaw Book
Packed with tons of emoji-inspired puzzles from Highlights, this is the ultimate book of emoji-filled fun that kids will enjoy for hours! With emoji
stickers that can be used to solve Hidden Pictures puzzles, mazes, word searches, and more, kids can enjoy their favorite messaging
symbols and characters in a whole new way, like finding hidden smiley faces, weaving through mazes of animals, and decoding emoji
phrases. The perfect gift for any occasion, this is sure to be a hit among emoji-lovers of all ages.
This spot the difference book for adults has stunning images of animals & fantasy animals specifically chosen for their appealing and
entertaining features so that you can have great pleasure with this animal photo puzzle hunt book. The differences in this book range from
medium to hard. You should be able to find all the differences if you focus and concentrate. Can you claim victory over these puzzles? In this
animal picture puzzle book you will see some of the features: 25 stunning puzzles to find loads of differences. Every page in this book comes
with 2 images, the original picture on top and the changed image directly below. Just below the altered image, you'll find the amount of
changes you have to look for, for that specific puzzle. There are 15-20 changes for you to find with each puzzle. Solutions are at the back,
just in case you need to take a peek. Differences often include size of specific items, either getting bigger or smaller, color changes, extra
images or items being inserted, some items being removed, etc. This picture find book for adults comes at a great size of 8.5 x 11 in (21.59 x
27.94 cm). If you love spot the difference puzzles, then you'll sure love to add this stunning animals find the difference book for adults to your
collection. Don't hesitate. Purchase this picture puzzle book for adults now and enjoy the many pleasures this book can bring you!
Children will enjoy learning animal names as they assemble this colorful, durable puzzle of a busy animal scene! This activity set includes a
sticker book with reusable stickers! Both will help to develop problem-solving skills while providing hours of learning fun. The sturdy, large
puzzle pieces are just right for little hands.
Nickelodeon's Rugrats is an all-new animated series--premiering spring 2021! It's time to get thinking with Rugrats! Fans of Tommy, Chuckie,
Angelica, Susie, and the rest of the crew will love this full-color activity book based on Nickelodeon's CGI-animated series. Filled with brainbending puzzles, codes, mazes, and over 50 stickers, it's perfect for boys and girls ages 5 to 8. Rugrats, the show that put Nickelodeon on
the map, returns in 2021 with an all-new series! This CGI-animated show about the misguided adventures of Tommy, Chuckie, Phil, Lil,
Susie, and Angelica has been reimagined for a new generation. With a fresh look and new stories, it's sure to be a hit with kids and their
parents who grew up on the original.
This delightful book and jigsaw boxset will keep children entertained for hours. It contains a 100-piece jigsaw of a vibrant under-the-sea scene
for children to assemble, as well as a 24-page picture puzzle book in which kids can discover an array of colourful creatures beneath the
waves. Illustrations: Full colour throughout
A fact-packed fun book of transport themed puzzles. Test your knowledge and get thinking with this fact-packed National Geographic Kids fun
book of transport themed puzzles. Inside are brain-tickling quizzes as well as number games, crosswords and word searches, with
fascinating facts along the way.
Interactive puzzle book sets for preschoolers. Each box includes a board book with easy-to-read text, as well as jigsaw puzzle pieces to place
on the book pages. Encourage hand-eye coordination, as well as developing early reading skills.
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This adorable first search-and-find puzzle board book, inspired by a popular feature in Hello magazine, encourages interactivity and invites
babies, toddlers, and their parents/caregivers to read and explore together. Touch and feel the embossed pages while searching for animals
in the backyard, on the farm, in the ocean, and more. This interactive board book enhances learning and encourages bonding through play.
With eye-catching artwork and simple words, every page includes both familiar and new animals to point to and look for in their environments.
Plus, an opportunity to learn about colors is featured in the final pages. Babies and toddlers will love this favorite puzzle from Highlights Hello
(TM) magazine!

Do you love the Animals of Yellowstone National Park, then your just found the right book!!! You already really like word searches,
but most books are virtually the same with just lists of words. There must be something more, and now there is; in our books you
can read interesting facts, the bold words within the text can be found in the puzzle on the opposite page. No more boring lists of
words(TM). This book contains interesting facts about the Animals of Yellowstone. It reads like a book and it also has page after
page of word search puzzles. Why just work through lists of words when you can discover interesting facts about the Animals of
Yellowstone and enjoy some stimulating Circle It word search. No more boring lists of words(TM). The words for the Circle It word
search are in bold within the text. All of the Facts series of Circle It word search books contain a wide variety of community
contributed information that is useful, interesting, and fun. Get yours today. Each "Circle It" word search book has an interesting
subject, like: * Dog Facts * Cat Facts * Lake Fish Facts * World War II Facts * Jimmy Fallon Facts * Chocolate Facts * ...many
many more (100+ titles) Lowry Global Media, Circle It Word Search Books are all available from your favorite online bookseller.
Just search for "Lowry Global Media" to see all of our word search titles. Looking for a gift? Our books are great for anyone ages
12 to 99.
• Packed with early learning activities, puzzles and games • Free CD features hundreds of pictures to print, colour or e-mail
A beautiful 30-piece jigsaw and Beauty and the Beast picture book,both stunningly illustrated by Victor Tavares. Beauty's father
steals a rosefrom a mysterious and magical garden and is kidnapped by a terrifying Beast.Only Beauty can save him... but what
fate awaits her at the castle of theBeast? Illustrations: Full colourthroughout
In this moving companion to the Caldecott Honor–winning They All Saw a Cat, Brendan Wenzel tells the story of a seemingly
ordinary stone. But it isn't just a stone—to the animals that use it, it's a resting place, a kitchen, a safe haven...even an entire world.
With stunning illustrations in cut paper, pencil, collage, and paint, and soothing rhythms that invite reading aloud, A Stone Sat Still
is a gorgeous exploration of perspective, perception, sensory experience, color, size, function, and time, with an underlying
environmental message that is timely and poignant. Once again Wenzel shows himself to be a master of the picture book form.
This delightful book and jigsaw boxset will keep children entertained for hours. It contains a 100-piece jigsaw of a busy on-the-farm
scene for children to assemble, as well as a 24-page picture puzzle book in which children can spot similarities, detect differences
and discover hidden details in each array of farm animals. Illustrations: Full colour throughout
"A 22-volume, highly illustrated, A-Z general encyclopedia for all ages, featuring sections on how to use World Book, other
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research aids, pronunciation key, a student guide to better writing, speaking, and research skills, and comprehensive index"-Now in a new format, and better value than ever before, these classic searches are sure to keep children entertained for hours on
end. Each beautifully illustrated double-page features a brain-teasing picture puzzle. As well as providing hours of puzzle-solving
fun, each book is packed with fascinating facts presented in short, easy-to-read captions.
In this colorful board book, every page is bursting with interesting animals and tons of things to discover! Curious readers will love
meeting Felix the mouse and his bright red airplane, who not only acts as their tour guide but also loves to hide himself in every
scene. Tots will spend endless time playing seek-and-find with the sneaky Felix. For the nonreader, Felix has taken photographs
of some of his favorite animals and has shared them on every page so kids can match the "photographs" with the animals on the
maps, and beginning readers will enjoy learning about each continent and reading the names of 270 animals, easily labeled on
every page. Structured around continents, this is the perfect first animal atlas for children, taking readers on a trip around the world
to visit Europe, Africa, Asia, North America, South America, and Australia while discovering tons of extraordinary animals, from
elephants, flamingos, and cows to lesser-known species like moles, tarsiers, and axolotls.
Entertaining and fulfilling activity book for kids ages 2 to 8 full of colorful pictures to entertain, stimulate, and challenge your children. This
book is filled with new words your child will love. Created to improve fine motor skills, problem-solving skills and visual perception skills.
Different types, themes and forms to ensure that your child does not get bored. This large activity book contains different levels of difficulty
from easy to advanced. It is the most amazing brain teaser your child will love. It will make your children think easily! Excellent gift for
Children's Day as well as english studies for the children
This delightful pack contains a 100-piece jigsaw of a lively forest scene for children to assemble, as well as a 24-page picture puzzle book
teeming with animals that can be found in forests. There is also a black and white version of the jigsaw picture for children to fill in with their
own pens.
Learn about the endangered species of the world with internationally renowned artist Garry Fleming's latest jigsaw book. Includes six
48-piece jigsaws and seven pages of informative text. Garry Fleming's earlier jigsaw Animals of the World has become an international best
seller.
Count from 1 to 10 with the animals that have run away! Look very carefully on every page to help the zookeeper count and spot all the zoo
runaways in this great animal escape. Included in this set is a 20-piece puzzle, which features all of the animals in the book for endless fun!
Presents labeled illustrations of such snimals as giraffes, snails, zebras, and turtles.
The Peter Rabbit Jigsaw Puzzle BookFrederick Warne & Company
"I've lost my mum!"It's not too much fun being lost in the jungle, and little monkey wants his mummy. Kindly butterfly is keen to help, but they
don't seem to be having much luck as the well-meaning butterfly misunderstands monkey's descriptions and leads him to all sorts of
unsuitable animals! But eventually, they find ... Dad! It's just as well that he knows exactly where mum is, and she's waiting with a welldeserved cuddle.Monkey Puzzle is a clever, funny and charming tale from the unparalleled picture-book partnership of Julia Donaldson and
Axel Scheffler, creators of The Gruffalo. This edition features the classic story with a stunning, redesigned cover and beautiful finish, making it
a must-have addition to the bookshelves of all Donaldson and Scheffler fans - big and small!Also available with redesigned covers are The
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Gruffalo, The Gruffalo's Child, Room on the Broom, The Snail and the Whale, The Smartest Giant in Town, Charlie Cook's Favourite Book,
and A Squash and a Squeeze.
The very simplest form of jigsaw for toddlers who are new to the concept. Eight, two-piece chunky jigsaw shapes fit together to form a
collection of friendly animals. A 24-page book accompanies the jigsaw pieces in an attractive gift box.
Scholastic Early Learners: Help your child develop their fine motor, observation, and memory skills with this large-format puzzle. With a
different touch element on every piece and a sturdy box with a touch and carry handle, this is a great activity for little hands to take on-the-go.
Help develop your child's fine motor skills with this large-format puzzle! Each piece features a different farm animal and a unique touch and
feel element. The large pieces are just right for a toddler's tiny hands, and the easy-carry handle allows them to take this game on the go.
These touch and explore puzzles build hand-eye coordination, provide opportunities to practice matching for math and science readiness,
and develop a child's observation and memory skills. Scholastic Early Learners: Interactive books for hands-on learning. Perfect for babies,
toddlers, preschoolers, kindergartners, and first graders, too!
Tells the likes and dislikes of a bunny and allows young readers to remove a puzzle piece from every other page that will eventually form a
bunny picture. On board pages.
A bright, busy, visually stimulating book and double-sided puzzle set that supports early reading, counting, and uses visual prompts to keep
your little learners searching, spotting, and counting again and again!
Each of five 48-piece jigsaw puzzles is accompanied by brief informative text about the animals it depicts.
Toddlers and preschoolers can learn all about the farm with this early learning box set. Each set contains a 16-page photographic board
book, and a giant 20-piece jigsaw puzzle, all packaged in a neat storage box with a carry handle. Jigsaw puzzles help children to develop
problem-solving skills, spatial awareness and hand-eye coordination, while the board books introduce key concepts, encourage word-picture
association and build vocabulary.
Large Print Word Search Puzzles is packed with over 200 puzzles to complete.
Toddlers and preschoolers can learn their ABCs with this early learning box set. Each set contains a 16-page photographic board book, and a
giant 20-piece jigsaw puzzle, all packaged in a neat storage box with a carry handle. Jigsaw puzzles help children to develop problem-solving
skills, spatial awareness and hand-eye coordination, while the board books introduce key concepts, encourage word-picture association and
build vocabulary.
With seven large jigsaw puzzles, this book allows readers to have interactive fun with Peter Rabbit and his family by following these
endearing characters through their busy day and build a different nine-piece puzzle on each spread. Full color. Consumable.

"Contains six 15 piece-jigsaws that are accompanied by intriguing details about life below the ocean waves."--Publisher's website.
Say goodbye to boredom forever with The Super Duper Puzzle Book, featuring hundreds of wacky and fun games, puzzles, and
riddles for kids 10 and older. Make boredom a thing of the past with The Super Duper Puzzle Book, the ultimate wacky activity
book for kids 10 and older. With hundreds of number challenges, riddles to solve, limericks to finish, doodles to draw, word
problems, memory games, backward crossword puzzles, Sudoku, and more this wacky activity book guarantees that brains are
going to get a workout. With The Super Duper Puzzle Book, kids won’t realize they’re actually learning things –they’ll be too busy
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laughing and having a good time!
Get the 500-piece shark jigsaw puzzle and The Shark Handbook: Second Edition pair. This 500-piece puzzle features stunning
artwork of the fierce Great White Shark, starring phenomenal illustrations by paleo-artist Julius Csotonyi. Delight and challenge
your kids, friends, and family with this 500-piece puzzle that is sure to entertain for hours. Including the Shark Handbook for some
extra fun and learning onto the species of great white sharks!
Here, readers can meet numerous animals in 3-D. Just tie the ribbons together and your fact book turns into a 3D world which
brings the world's animals to life in five 3-D scenes
Designed for a color e-reader with a touch screen. Welcome to Wimmelworld—a land of few words, yet endless entertainment! This
one-of-a-kind picture book features six panoramic scenes that are bursting with life—and tons to discover! First, your child will meet
a colorful cast of characters: Sarah the architect, Eric the surveyor, and more. Then, as they explore the scenes—from an
underground tunnel to a bustling downtown—children as young as two will have a blast pointing out recognizable things, while older
kids will begin to find the star characters . . . and tell their stories! It’s hours upon hours of fun—and an effortless introduction to
literacy to boot. Please use pan and zoom to explore the illustrations. About Wimmelbooks Wimmelbooks originated in Germany
decades ago and have become a worldwide sensation with children (and adults)! My Big Wimmelbooks is the first-ever series to
introduce Wimmelbooks by name in English.
My First Alphabet Jigsaw Set includes a giant jigsaw puzzle and a My First Alphabet board book in a colorful carry-along case. It is
the perfect way to introduce your toddler to the alphabet. With bright pictures and large, colourful letters, this jigsaw floor puzzle
will help your child develop early letter recognition. The twenty durable jigsaw pieces can be slotted together to form a beautifully
illustrated display of objects and animals from A to Z. You can reinforce their learning by sharing the colourful My First Alphabet
Book together. Also available: My First Numbers Domino Set and My First Words Matching Set.
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